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ABSTRACT

We investigate the simultaneous triggering of active galactic nuclei (AGN) in merging galaxies,

using a large suite of high-resolution hydrodynamical simulations. We compute dual-AGN

observability time-scales using bolometric, X-ray and Eddington-ratio thresholds, confirming

that dual activity from supermassive black holes (BHs) is generally higher at late pericentric

passages, before a merger remnant has formed, especially at high luminosities. For typical

minor and major mergers, dual activity lasts ∼20–70 and ∼100–160 Myr, respectively. We also

explore the effects of X-ray obscuration from gas, finding that the dual-AGN time decreases at

most by a factor of ∼2, and of contamination from star formation. Using projected separations

and velocity differences rather than three-dimensional quantities can decrease the dual-AGN

time-scales by up to ∼4, and we apply filters that mimic current observational-resolution

limitations. In agreement with observations, we find that for a sample of major and minor

mergers hosting at least one AGN, the fraction harbouring dual AGN is ∼20–30 and ∼1–

10 per cent, respectively. We quantify the effects of merger mass ratio (0.1 to 1), geometry

(coplanar, prograde and retrograde, and inclined), disc gas fraction and BH properties, finding

that the mass ratio is the most important factor, with the difference between minor and major

mergers varying between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depending on the luminosity

and filter used. We also find that a shallow imaging survey will require very high angular

resolution whereas a deep imaging survey will be less resolution-dependent.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

A direct consequence of the hierarchical paradigm of structure for-

mation (e.g. Blumenthal et al. 1984) are mergers between galaxies.

Since supermassive black holes (BHs) are believed to exist at the

centre of most massive galaxies (e.g. Kormendy & Richstone 1995;

Ferrarese & Ford 2005), merging systems with two BHs are ex-

pected to be common. Moreover, as galaxy mergers can trigger

active galactic nuclei (AGN; e.g. Di Matteo, Springel & Hern-

quist 2005; Hopkins et al. 2006; Younger et al. 2008; Johansson,

Burkert & Naab 2009; Hopkins & Quataert 2010; Hayward et al.

⋆ E-mail: pcapelo@physik.uzh.ch

2014; Capelo et al. 2015), dual AGN – defined in this paper as sys-

tems with two AGN with a separation 0.1 � d � 100 kpc – should

also be quite frequent.

Both observations and simulations show that AGN frac-

tion/activity increases with decreasing galaxy separation (e.g.

Ellison et al. 2011; Silverman et al. 2011; Koss et al. 2012; El-

lison et al. 2013; Capelo et al. 2015), implying that the same should

happen with dual-AGN activity. However, even though several dual

AGN with separations �10 kpc have been detected (e.g. Myers

et al. 2008; Hennawi et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011; Koss et al. 2012),

observed dual AGN with separations �10 kpc are very rare. One

reason for this paucity is the inherent difficulty in spatially re-

solving two AGN at such small separations, especially at redshift

z � 0.1. One of the most promising diagnostics for the existence

C© 2017 The Authors
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of dual AGN is the presence of double-peaked narrow-line (NL)

emission with line-of-sight velocity splitting of �100 km s−1. Un-

fortunately, this splitting may be due to a variety of other phenom-

ena, including outflows and rotating discs (see e.g. Komossa &

Zensus 2016), giving raise to many negative outcomes (e.g. Tingay

& Wayth 2011; Gabányi et al. 2016) and necessitating follow-up

observations to confirm the candidates. Hence, only a handful of

systems have been so far confirmed (e.g. Fu et al. 2011; Liu et al.

2013; Comerford et al. 2015; Müller-Sánchez et al. 2015).

On the numerical side, there are two main avenues of research.

Cosmological simulations (e.g. Steinborn et al. 2016; Tremmel et al.

2016; Volonteri et al. 2016) can produce relatively large numbers

of galaxy mergers and systems of multiple BHs and AGN, ideally

providing the theoretical counterpart to observations yielding the

fraction of dual AGN over the total number of AGN (e.g. Shen

et al. 2011). These simulations, however, usually lack the required

resolution to reliably follow the dynamics and accretion of BHs.

Idealized merger simulations, on the other hand, have the advantage

of resolving <kpc scales, which are extremely important to follow

the dynamics of the two BHs (e.g. Van Wassenhove et al. 2014),

and of letting one study the effect of merger, galactic, and BH

parameters in a controlled environment.

In the context of isolated merger simulations, Van Wassenhove

et al. (2012) follow the dynamics and accretion on to the BHs

of merging galaxies in three idealized merger simulations (1:2

spiral–spiral, 1:2 elliptical–spiral, and 1:10 spiral–spiral), finding

that strong dual-AGN activity occurs during the late stages of the

encounters, at separations <1–10 kpc, and that much of the AGN

activity in mergers is not simultaneous (see also Blecha, Loeb &

Narayan 2013, who simulate the connection between dual-AGN

activity and double-peaked NLs).

We build upon the work by Van Wassenhove et al. (2012) by

analysing a much larger suite of 12 mergers, studying more ini-

tial mass ratios (1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:6 and 1:10), disc gas fractions

(30 and 60 per cent), and geometries (coplanar, prograde–prograde,

retrograde–prograde, prograde–retrograde, and inclined), therefore

being able to assess the importance of merger and galactic prop-

erties. We also include control runs, in which we study the effects

of varying BH properties such as mass and feedback efficiency.

In order to better mimic observational limitations, we additionally

‘observe’ our mergers from 100 random lines of sight, study AGN

activity with different thresholds (bolometric and X-ray luminosity,

and Eddington ratio) and explore the effects of gas obscuration and

star formation contamination on X-ray dual-AGN time-scales.

In Sections 2 and 3, we describe the numerical setup of our

simulations and the methods of our analysis, respectively. In

Section 4, we discuss in detail the results of one of our runs (Section

4.1); explore the effects of obscuration and contamination from star

formation (Section 4.2); assess the importance of merger, galactic,

and BH parameters (Section 4.3); and compare the results to other

theoretical and observational data (Section 4.4). We summarize and

conclude in Section 5.

2 N U M E R I C A L S E T U P

In the following, we summarize the setup of the 12 simulated merg-

ers of our suite. We refer the reader to Capelo et al. (2015) for more

details on 11 of these mergers (Runs 01–10 and C3 in their table 1)

and to Capelo & Dotti (2017) for an additional merger – which here

we name C4 for consistency of notation – where we increased the

initial mass of the BHs (see below). The main parameters of each

merger are shown in Table 1. This suite is a follow-up of a similar

Table 1. Main (initial) simulation parameters for our six major mergers

(Runs 01–06), four minor mergers (Runs 07–10), and two control runs

(Runs C3–C4). For consistency, we use the same notation as in Capelo

et al. (2015), where their Runs C1–C2 had zero BH accretion and therefore

are not relevant for the current study. (1) Run number. (2) Mass ratio qG

between the merging galaxies. (3) Angle θ1 between the primary galaxy’s

angular momentum vector and the overall orbital angular momentum vector,

in radians. (4) Angle θ2 between the secondary galaxy’s angular momentum

vector and the overall orbital angular momentum vector, in radians. (5) Gas

fraction in the galactic disc. (6) BH mass (in units of 2 × 10−3Mbulge). (7)

BH feedback efficiency ǫf.

Run qG θ1 θ2 gas MBH ǫf

01 1:1 0 0 0.3 1 0.001

02 1:2 0 0 0.3 1 0.001

03 1:2 π/4 0 0.3 1 0.001

04 1:2 π 0 0.3 1 0.001

05 1:2 0 π 0.3 1 0.001

06 1:2 0 0 0.6 1 0.001

07 1:4 0 0 0.3 1 0.001

08 1:4 π/4 0 0.3 1 0.001

09 1:6 0 0 0.3 1 0.001

10 1:10 0 0 0.3 1 0.001

C3 1:2 0 0 0.3 1 0.005

C4 1:2 0 0 0.3 2.5 0.001

suite of mergers (Callegari et al. 2009, 2011; Van Wassenhove et al.

2012, 2014), initially constructed to study the pairing time-scales of

BHs in unequal-mass galaxy mergers (see also Pfister et al. 2017).

We simulate isolated mergers of disc galaxies at z = 3, initially at

a distance equal to the sum of their virial radii, set on parabolic orbits

(Benson 2005) with a first pericentric distance equal to 20 per cent

of the virial radius of the larger (‘primary’) galaxy (Khochfar &

Burkert 2006), which is the same for all encounters. Whereas the

global orbital parameters are identical for all the mergers in the

suite,1 the internal orbital parameters are not: we include coplanar,

prograde–prograde, retrograde–prograde, and prograde–retrograde

encounters, and inclined mergers, by varying the angle (0, π/4 or π

radians) between the initial individual galactic angular momentum

vector of each galaxy and the global angular momentum vector.

All galaxies are composed of a dark matter halo, a stellar and

gaseous disc, a stellar bulge, and a central BH. The dark matter halo

is described by a Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW; Navarro, Frenk &

White 1996) profile with spin and concentration parameters 0.04

and 3, respectively, up to the virial radius, and by an exponentially

decaying NFW profile for larger radii (Springel & White 1999). The

disc is described by an exponential disc with an isothermal sheet

(Spitzer 1942; Camm 1950), with its mass, equal to 4 per cent of

the virial mass of the galaxy, divided into gas (30 or 60 per cent,

depending on the merger) and stars. The initial value of the disc

scale radius, rdisc, comes from imposing conservation of specific

angular momentum of the material that forms the disc, whereas the

initial disc scale height, zdisc, is set equal to 10 per cent of rdisc.

The bulge is described by a spherical Hernquist (1990) profile with

a mass (Mbulge) and scale radius equal to 0.8 per cent of the virial

mass of the galaxy and 20 per cent of rdisc, respectively. The primary

galaxy in each merger has an initial virial mass of 2.21 × 1011 M⊙,

whereas the secondary galaxy has a mass that is a fraction (1/10,

1 Ignoring the fact that the sum of the virial radii changes with the initial

mass ratio, since the smaller (‘secondary’) galaxy varies.
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1/6 and 1/4 in the case of ‘minor’ mergers; 1/2 and 1 in the case of

‘major’ mergers) of that of the larger galaxy. The initial disc scale

radius varies from 0.53 kpc (for the secondary galaxy in the 1:10

merger) to 1.13 kpc (for the primary galaxy in all mergers).

The central BH has a mass MBH proportional to that of the stellar

bulge (Marconi & Hunt 2003), where the constant of proportional-

ity is 2 × 10−3 (‘standard’) for all mergers except for one (Run C4;

Capelo & Dotti 2017), in which we instead use 5 × 10−3 (‘large’), as

it was recently shown that the BH–bulge relation might evolve with

redshift (Merloni et al. 2010). BHs are sink particles that accrete

preferentially nearby, cold and dense gas (Bellovary et al. 2010), ac-

cording to a Bondi–Lyttleton–Hoyle (hereafter, Bondi; Bondi 1952;

Bondi & Hoyle 1944; Hoyle & Lyttleton 1939) formula:2

ṀBH =
4παM2

BHρ
(

c2
s + v2

)3/2
, (1)

where ρ is the local gas density, cs is the local sound speed, v is the

relative velocity between gas and BH, G is the gravitational constant

and α is a boost factor.3 Accretion is then capped at mildly super-

Eddington values, by limiting fEdd ≡ ṀBH/ṀBH, Edd at α, where

ṀBH, Edd =
4πGMBHmp

ǫrσTc
, (2)

where mp is the proton mass, σ T is the Thomson cross-section, c

is the speed of light in vacuum and ǫr = 0.1 (Shakura & Sunyaev

1973) is the radiative efficiency. The latter gives the fraction of BH

accretion energy rate (ṀBHc2) that is emitted as radiation: Lbol =

ǫrṀBHc2. Part of this radiation is then coupled to the gas, in the form

of thermal energy (Bellovary et al. 2010). The amount of coupling

is set by the BH feedback efficiency parameter ǫf, which is equal

to 0.001 (‘standard’) in all runs except for one of the control runs

(Run C3), in which ǫf = 0.005 (‘high’).

All 12 simulations were performed with the N-body smoothed

particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code GASOLINE (Wadsley, Stadel &

Quinn 2004) – an extension of PKDGRAV (Stadel 2001) – which has

realistic implementations of line cooling for atomic hydrogen and

helium, and metals (Shen, Wadsley & Stinson 2010); star forma-

tion (stars can stochastically form with a star formation efficiency

of 0.015 from gas colder than 6000 K and denser than 100 a.m.u.

cm−3), supernova feedback, and stellar winds (Stinson et al. 2006);

and the above-mentioned recipe for BH accretion and feedback

(Bellovary et al. 2010). No additional corrections (such as an over-

pressurized equation of state; e.g. Springel & Hernquist 2003) to

the gas thermodynamics were adopted. The star formation density

threshold was chosen to be near the maximum density at which the

Jeans mass (MJeans) of gas at the temperature floor of the simulations

(Tfloor) is resolved by N particles:

nmax = C

(

Tfloor

200 K

)3 (

N

64

)−2 (

mgas

103 M⊙

)−2

cm−3, (3)

2 At each time-step dt, in case of an accretion event, the code takes a quantity

dm from the gas, according to the Bondi formula, and adds the same amount

to the mass of the BH, therefore neglecting the radiative efficiency and

introducing a 10 per cent error.
3 Our standard boost factor is α = 3 as originally reported in Capelo et al.

(2015), but we recently found that, in some segments of some simulations,

the boost factor is doubled (Gabor et al. 2016). Since BH growth is self-

regulated by AGN feedback in these simulations, our results are insensitive to

the exact value of the boost factor. We partially re-ran one merger simulation

with different values of the boost factor (varying it between 1 and 6) and

found no significant differences in the BH accretion levels.

where mgas is the gas particle mass and C ≃ 179.4 In our simulations,

Tfloor = 500 K, and we require N = 64.

The particle mass of the stellar, gas and dark matter particles

is 3.3 × 103, 4.6 × 103 and 5–11 × 104 M⊙, respectively. The

gravitational softening, for the same particle types, is 10, 20 and

23–30 pc, respectively (and that of BHs is 5 pc). The range in the

dark matter quantities is due to the fact that we want to ensure that

the dark matter particles have a mass smaller than 15 per cent of

that of the smaller BH in each merger, thus successfully limiting

excursions of BHs from the centre of each galaxy. For this reason, we

do not need to artificially model unresolved dynamical friction (see

e.g. Tremmel et al. 2015 and references therein). All the parameters

described here are summarized in tables 1 and 2 of Capelo et al.

(2015), which the reader should refer to for more details.

3 A NA LY SIS

Consistently with the previous work (Capelo et al. 2015), we

divide the encounter in three distinct stages: the ‘stochastic stage’,

from the beginning of the simulation to the second pericentric pas-

sage; the ‘merger stage’, which ends when the specific angular mo-

mentum of the central gas ceases its dramatic oscillations caused

by the encounter; and the ‘remnant stage’, which ends when the BH

separation (averaged over 5 Myr) is below twice the gravitational

softening of the BHs (i.e. the stellar gravitational softening: 10 pc).5

After this point, we cannot study reliably the dynamics of the two

BHs, due to resolution limitations. Depending on the merger, there

are cases when the last stage is fairly short (e.g. Run 02: 0.1 Gyr; see

Section 4.1) and cases when it is long (e.g. Run 05, the 1:2 coplanar,

retrograde–prograde merger, and Run 08, the 1:4 inclined-primary

merger: 0.5 and 1 Gyr, respectively).

Since we are interested in the observability of dual activity, we

‘observe’ the same encounter from several random lines of sight

and translate three-dimensional (3D) quantities into projected (on

to the plane perpendicular to the line of sight) BH separations (r)

and projected (on to the line of sight) BH velocity differences (v).

More specifically, the code returns the mass, bolometric luminos-

ity, 3D separation and 3D velocity difference of the BHs every

�t = 0.1 Myr, which is comparable to the characteristic dynamical

times in proximity of the BHs (given the BH masses and gravita-

tional softenings involved). We then project the 3D properties on to

N random and isotropically distributed lines of sight, where N = 10,

100 or 1000. The fraction of projections that results into an either

spatial or spectroscopic AGN pair corresponds to the probability p

4 This value was obtained using the following definition: MJeans =

(π5/2/6)[γ kBT/(μ mHG)]3/2ρ−1/2, where kB is the Boltzmann constant,

mH is the hydrogen mass, and ρ, T, γ = 5/3 and μ ≃ 0.6 are the mass

density, temperature, adiabatic index and mean molecular weight of the

gas, respectively. Using an alternative definition, MJeans = [10kBT /(3(γ −

1)μ mHG)]3/2(4πρ/3)−1/2, we obtain C ≃ 136.
5 In one case in our suite (1:1 merger – Run 01), the 10-pc threshold is

reached slightly before the end of the merger stage (as opposed to after, as

in all other mergers). For consistency with the other mergers, in this case we

decided not to change the length of the merger stage, since the difference in

time is minimal. In another case (1:4 inclined-primary merger – Run 08), we

stopped the simulation when the remnant stage was as long as the stochastic

stage, since the 10-pc threshold had not been reached yet. We note that

we have also computed dual-activity observability time-scales considering

a much longer remnant stage (i.e. always as long as the stochastic stage,

regardless of the 10-pc limit, as in Capelo et al. 2015) and found that, for

typical imaging and spectroscopy resolutions, there is no significant change.
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of detecting dual AGN, and the expected dual-activity time within

�t is estimated as �t × p. For the remainder of this paper, we use

N = 100 (see Section A for more details).

Throughout the paper, we adopt different thresholds for bolomet-

ric luminosity (from 1042 to 1044 erg s−1) and for X-ray luminosity

in the 2–10 keV band (from 1041.3 to 1043.3 erg s−1). Note that the

secondary BHs in the stochastic stages of the minor mergers (mass

ratios 1:4, 1:6 and 1:10) cannot reach the highest X-ray threshold

we consider (1043.3 erg s−1). We also assume typical thresholds

of 1 and 10 kpc (for imaging), and 150 km s−1, as the minimum

velocity difference needed to separate two AGN in spectroscopic

observations.

4 R ESU LTS

We first study the dual-activity observability time-scales for one

individual merger (Section 4.1) and discuss the effects of obscura-

tion caused by intervening gas in the host galaxy (Section 4.2). We

then compare the results of all encounters (Section 4.3) to assess

the effects of merger (mass ratio, geometry) or galactic parameters

(gas fraction) and of BH-related quantities (BH mass, feedback effi-

ciency). Finally, we compare our results to those from observational

surveys and theoretical studies (Section 4.4).

4.1 The default merger

The ‘default merger’ (Run 02 in Tables 1–2) is the 1:2 coplanar,

prograde–prograde merger with 30 per cent gas fraction and stan-

dard BH mass and feedback efficiency. We chose this encounter

because it is at the intersection of most of our parameter-space

studies (see Section 4.3).

4.1.1 General behaviour

In Fig. 1, we show the detailed history of the default merger. In the

top two panels, we show the (3D) separation and velocity difference

between the two BHs, as a function of time. In the remainder of

this paper, unless otherwise stated, we use projected quantities, as

explained in Section 3. In the bottom panel, we show the BH accre-

tion rate (and bolometric luminosity) of the two BHs. This figure

allows one to appreciate that, based on 3D quantities, spectroscopic

searches for large velocity differences should identify for the most

part dual AGN at the first pericentre, when their separation is 10–

20 kpc, where BHs spend a large amount of time with sufficiently

large velocity difference, and also at subsequent pericentres, but

for much shorter-lived episodes at higher velocities. Conversely,

searches for physically distinct nuclei would be more successful

at finding AGN at apocentres. As shown in the bottom panel, this

has to be, however, convolved with the AGN luminosities and re-

assessed taking projection effects into account. Projecting a vector

on to a random line of sight (what we do for velocity differences) or

on to the plane perpendicular to such line of sight (what we do for

separations) has vastly different results. The probability distribution

of projected velocity differences is flat between 0 and the 3D value.

On the other hand, the probability distribution of projected sepa-

rations peaks at the 3D separation, with the probability of having

small projected separations being very small (see Fig. A1).

In order to understand better the dual-activity results presented

later, we first show in Fig. 2 the orbital history of the encounter in a

complementary way, by computing the time spent above a given r

or v. We also consider the results on a stage-by-stage basis, in order

Figure 1. Temporal evolution of the 1:2 coplanar, prograde–prograde

merger with 30 per cent gas fraction and standard BH mass and feedback

efficiency (the default merger; total encounter time 1.158 Gyr), from the

beginning of the stochastic stage to the end of the remnant stage. In all pan-

els, the vertical, dotted and black lines show, from left to right: (i) the first

pericentric passage, (ii) the end of the stochastic stage and (iii) the end of the

merger stage. Top panel: 3D separation between the two BHs, shown every

0.1 Myr (black, solid), together with its average every 5 Myr (cyan, dot).

The horizontal, solid and red line shows the stellar gravitational softening

(10 pc). Middle panel: 3D velocity difference between the two BHs, shown

every 0.1 Myr (black, solid), together with its average every 5 Myr (cyan,

dot). Bottom panel: BH accretion rate (and bolometric luminosity) of the

primary (blue, dot) and secondary (red, solid) BH, averaged every 5 Myr.

The horizontal lines show different levels of bolometric luminosity, between

1042 and 1044 erg s−1 [the line styles match those of Figs 3 (left panels), 6,

A2, B1–B2, and B4–B8].

to more easily interpret the importance of each phase for the dual-

activity time-scales. The stochastic stage (total time 0.849 Gyr) is

clearly the dominant stage for all r and all v, except at very high v,

when the time spent during the merger stage (total time 0.206 Gyr)

is comparable. The remnant stage (total time 0.103 Gyr), on the

other hand, is never visible in the r-panel (because the largest sepa-

ration during such stage is <0.1 kpc) and negligible in the v-panel

(especially for v � 100 km s−1, the typical range for spectroscopy

surveys).

4.1.2 Dual activity

In Fig. 3, we show the amount of time the two BHs spend

above a given r or v when they accrete above a given threshold
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Figure 2. For the default merger: time spent above a given projected sepa-

ration (top panel) and projected velocity difference (bottom panel) between

the two BHs, during the stochastic stage (dash), the merger stage (dash-

dot), the remnant stage (dash-triple-dot) and the entire encounter (solid).

The remnant stage is actually never visible in the r-panel, because the BH

projected separation during such stage is always lower than 0.1 kpc, and is

negligible in the v-panel.

(bolometric – Lbol – or hard-X-ray – L2–10 keV – luminosity, or Ed-

dington ratio – fEdd). We show it in a ‘cumulative’ way (time spent

above r or v, rather than time spent at r or v) to highlight the depen-

dence on any minimum projected separation or velocity difference,

to mimic observational limitations. To calculate the X-ray time-

scales, we applied a simple inverse bolometric correction (Hopkins,

Richards & Hernquist 2007): L2–10 keV = Lbol[c1(Lbol/1010 L⊙)k1 +

c2(Lbol/1010 L⊙)k2 ]−1, where c1 = 10.83, k1 = 0.28, c2 = 6.08

and k2 = −0.02. The solid line in the bolometric and X-ray pan-

els represents what is typically used as the threshold for AGN

activity: 1043 (i.e. 2.6 × 109 L⊙; e.g. Steinborn et al. 2016) and

1042.3 erg s−1 (e.g. Silverman et al. 2011), respectively.

The dual-activity curves at low luminosity thresholds (e.g.

Lbol = 1042 erg s−1 or L2–10 keV = 1041.3 erg s−1) follow the orbital

history of the encounter (compare with Fig. 2). This is because, at

low thresholds, the BHs are both active for a significant fraction of

the encounter. When the threshold increases, the dual-activity time

obviously decreases, but also ceases to follow the orbital history.

Activity (and especially simultaneous activity) is high only during

the merger stage, when gas gets efficiently funnelled into the cen-

tral regions of the galaxies due to tidal torques and/or ram-pressure

shocks (Capelo & Dotti 2017). During the initial part of the merger

stage (i.e. between the second and third pericentric passages), only

the primary BH is active (see Fig. 1). This is the reason why, at e.g.

Lbol = 1043.5 erg s−1 or L2–10 keV = 1042.3 erg s−1, we see a break

in the dual-activity curves at r ∼ 2 kpc, which is the separation at

third apocentre, rather than at ∼8 kpc (second apocentre).

If we consider a typical bolometric threshold for AGN activity

(1043 erg s−1) and typical thresholds for resolving dual AGN in

imaging (1 and 10 kpc) and spectroscopy (150 km s−1), we ob-

tain a dual-activity observability time-scale equal to 3.7, 2.3 and

1.0 per cent, respectively, of the total encounter time (see Run 02

in Table 2). These fractions increase to 4.4, 3.7 and 4.5 per cent

when we divide the dual-activity time by the time spent above

those separations and velocity differences (which can be compared

to theoretical results from cosmological simulations that provide

the number of dual AGN out of the total number of BH pairs –

see Section 4.4.2). The numbers increase further, to 12.5, 12.7 and

14.1 per cent, when we consider the dual-activity time divided by

the activity time, defined as the time when at least one of the BHs

is active, spent above those r and v: the proper comparison, in this

case, is to observational results that provide the number of dual

AGN out of the total number of pairs in which there is at least one

AGN (see Section 4.4.1).

In Fig. 4, the dual-activity time is shown as a function of two

variables, chosen from r, v and Lbol,1/Lbol,2 (we note that only in

this figure we show the dual-activity time at r and/or v, rather than

above r and/or v). The top three panels (in each group of six panels)

show the bolometric-luminosity ratio between the two active BHs,

as a function of projected separation. This ratio can be as high as

103, but only at small separations (r � 2 kpc), when the two galaxies

are likely interacting. At larger separations (r � 8 kpc), when the

two galaxies are mostly isolated, activity is much lower. This means

that, in case both BHs are active, they are likely to be barely active

(i.e. their luminosity is just above the given threshold), which is

the reason why the bolometric-luminosity ratio is close to unity

(and approaches unity with increasing r). Overall, the ratio is more

often above unity than below: the primary, more massive BH is on

average more luminous than the secondary (see Capelo et al. 2015

for more discussion on this). The ‘cloud’ of dual activity around

∼20–40 kpc is simply due to the fact that the BHs spend a large

amount of time at that distance during the first apocentre.

The BHs are active mostly when their projected velocity dif-

ference is v � 150 km s−1. These results are given for projected

quantities, as opposed to 3D quantities. The time-scales do in fact

change quite significantly, especially when filtering by v, and we

quantify it in Section A (see Figs A2–A3).

4.2 X-ray obscuration and dilution

The results described in the previous section assume that the in-

trinsic luminosity is affected for the observer only by distance dim-

ming. In reality, observations at optical or X-ray wavelengths are

also affected by dimming caused by intervening dust or gas, as

well as contamination from stellar sources, stars or X-ray bina-

ries in optical or X-ray, respectively. In this paper, we discuss only

X-ray luminosities, therefore we will consider (i) the obscuration

produced by the gas surrounding the BH and (ii) the contamination

(or dilution) from X-ray binaries.

Here we neglect the contribution of the Milky Way’s interstellar

medium and of the intergalactic medium. We also neglect obscu-

ration in the vicinity of the BH (torus or broad-line region), below

our resolution, as the correction is statistical, i.e. it depends on the

inclination with respect to the line of sight and is not related to
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Figure 3. For the default merger: dual-activity time above a given projected separation (top panels) and projected velocity difference (bottom panels) between

the two BHs, for several bolometric [left panels; 1042 (dash-triple-dot), 1042.5 (dash-dot), 1043 (solid), 1043.5 (dash) and 1044 (dot) erg s−1], 2–10 keV

[middle panels; 1041.3 (dash-triple-dot), 1041.8 (dash-dot), 1042.3 (solid), 1042.8 (dash) and 1043.3 (dot) erg s−1], and Eddington-ratio [right panels; 0.005

(dash-triple-dot), 0.05 (solid) and 0.5 (dot)] thresholds. The squares indicate the dual-activity time regardless of any r or v filter (i.e. r = v = 0). The circles

refer to the following projected separations and velocity differences: 1 and 10 kpc and 150 km s−1 (see Table B1). The breaks visible in the upper panels occur

when the BHs are at apocentre, i.e. when the BHs spend a relatively large amount of time (e.g. the break clearly visible at ∼2 kpc is due to the third apocentric

passage at ∼0.96 Gyr; see Fig. 1). Similar figures, for all other mergers, can be found in the online-only material.

properties of the merger. We focus instead on the role of the gas

belonging to the BHs’ hosts, which is expected to screen the AGN

differently during the merger.

The column density, NH, can obviously vary wildly during the

encounter and is also dependent on the line of sight: the central

BH of an isolated galaxy viewed face-on will be less obscured

than that in a merging galaxy viewed edge-on. Since here we are

interested only in order-of-magnitude estimates, we consider one

typical column density per BH per time-step (i.e. every 5 Myr, the

frequency of the main outputs). To obtain these values, we first

compute the average face-on column density by calculating the

total gas mass inside a cylinder of radius Rcyl = 0.1 kpc (five times

the gas gravitational softening), whose axis is parallel to the z-axis

and includes the position of the BH, between the BH itself and the

observer (at infinity). Thus, we have two masses (one per direction:

+z and −z), which we average. We then divide this average mass

by μ mHS, where S = πR2
cyl, to obtain the face-on column density.

We do the same for the edge-on column density, this time averaging

four different gas masses, using cylinders with their axes parallel

to the x and y axes. At the beginning of the stochastic stage, we

obtain a column density of ∼3 × 1022 and ∼4 × 1023 cm−2, for the

primary BH’s face-on and edge-on case, respectively, which is very

close to what is expected analytically from the initial conditions

(the factor of ∼10 difference comes from the factor of 10 between

rdisc and zdisc). We computed the same quantities in the case when

BHs do not accrete (Run C1 in Capelo et al. 2015), to check for

dependency on BH accretion and feedback, and obtained similar

values. Finally, we average the two column densities (face-on and

edge-on) to obtain a typical column density NH for each BH every

5 Myr. We find that NH is always very close to 1023 cm−2 during

the stochastic and remnant stages and within less than one order of

magnitude from such value during the merger stage. We computed
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Figure 4. For the default merger: dual-activity time as a function of projected separation and velocity difference, and bolometric-luminosity ratio between

the two BHs, for three bolometric [top six panels; 1042.5 (left), 1043 (centre) and 1043.5 (right) erg s−1], 2–10 keV [middle six panels; 1041.8 (left), 1042.3

(centre) and 1042.8 (right) erg s−1], and Eddington-ratio [bottom six panels; 0.005 (left), 0.05 (centre) and 0.5 (right)] thresholds. Each side is divided in 30

bins [�log10(r [kpc]) = 0.1, �v = 20 km s−1 and �log10(Lbol,1/Lbol,2) = 0.2]. Similar figures, for all other mergers, can be found in the online-only material.
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the same quantities also for the merger with 60 per cent gas fraction

(Run 06 in Tables 1–2) and found similar values. The values for

the secondary BH are very similar to those of the primary BH, as

expected, since the (analytical) column density ratio is proportional

to the cube root of the mass ratio. We believe that the little variation

in column density, compared, e.g. to that found in Hopkins et al.

(2012), is due to the relatively coarser resolution of our simulations.

Using the online tool WEBPIMMS,6 we calculated the detection

factor, fthrough, defined as the fraction of detected over unabsorbed

flux. We considered two redshifts: z = 3, since our galaxies are

constructed as typical of that redshift (case A), and z = 0, in which

our galaxies are representative of relatively small, gas-rich local

galaxies (case B). The obscuration for case A is almost negligible,

whereas for case B it produces a change in the dual-activity time-

scales of a factor ∼2, more prominent at high thresholds (Fig. 5).

We note that these calculations were done for the 2–10 keV band.

Observations with harder X-rays (i.e. higher energy) would be less

obscured, and vice versa (see e.g. Koss et al. 2016).

Amongst the many other galactic sources of X-rays, the domi-

nant source is the population of high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXB).

Since high-mass stars are short-lived, X-ray binaries follow closely

the star formation rate (SFR): LHMXB = 6.7 × 1039 × SFR

[M⊙ yr−1] erg s−1 (Grimm, Gilfanov & Sunyaev 2003). Since the

global SFR in our systems never exceeds ∼20 M⊙ yr−1 (Capelo

et al. 2015; Volonteri et al. 2015a,b), the X-ray luminosity from

the stellar component is always <1.3 × 1041 erg s−1 and reaches

such values only for brief bursts during the merger stage. This

is one order of magnitude lower than the typical X-ray threshold

(1042.3 erg s−1) used to define AGN activity. Hence, contamination

from X-ray binaries is negligible.

4.3 Dependence on merger properties

In this section, we study the dependence of the dual-activity ob-

servability time on several parameters of both galaxies and mergers,

namely the initial mass ratio of the merger, the initial geometry, the

initial gas fraction and, mostly for control reasons, the BH mass and

feedback efficiency. We focus on the relative differences, to high-

light the effects of the above-mentioned parameters, rather than on

the absolute results, which are instead the focus of Section 4.4,

where we compare our data to other theoretical and observational

work. The conclusions in this section should be affected neither by

the specifics of the initial conditions nor by the sub-grid recipes

(e.g. disc and bulge mass fraction; star formation recipe), since they

are kept the same in this parameter study.

4.3.1 Initial mass ratio

The mass ratio is likely the most important factor in determining BH

activity. As already shown in Capelo et al. (2015), the smaller (sec-

ondary) galaxy always responds strongly to the interaction (mostly

during the merger stage), regardless of the initial mass ratio. On

the other hand, the larger (primary) galaxy is affected in different

6 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/Tools/w3pimms.html (powered by PIMMS

version 4.8d; Mukai 1993). The settings used are the following: Convert

from ‘Unabsorbed Flux’ into ‘Flux’; Input Energy Range = Output Energy

Range = 2–10 keV; Galactic NH = 0.0; Power Law with Photon Index

= 1.8 (the same used in our inverse bolometric correction; Hopkins et al.

2007); redshift = 0 or 3. Intrinsic NH was computed from the outputs. For

NH = 1023 cm−2: fthrough = 0.559 and 0.965, for z = 0 and 3, respectively.

Figure 5. For the default merger: dual-activity time above a given projected

separation (top panel) and projected velocity difference (bottom panel) be-

tween the two BHs, for two 2–10 keV thresholds [1041.3 (dash-triple-dot)

and 1042.3 (solid) erg s−1]. The symbols refer to the following projected

separations and velocity differences: 1 and 10 kpc and 150 km s−1. For

each luminosity threshold, we show three cases: the system is not obscured

(thick lines and circles; same as the middle panels of Fig. 3); the system

is obscured and assumed to be at z = 3 (case A; thin lines and squares);

and the system is obscured and assumed to be at z = 0 (case B; thin lines

and triangles). Case A is almost not visible, as it is almost indistinguishable

from the case with no obscuration.

ways depending on the mass of the secondary. In minor mergers,

the primary BH shows almost no response, because the secondary

galaxy is too little to produce any significant effects (in other words,

the primary galaxy is almost ‘unaware’ of the interaction). In ma-

jor mergers, instead, the companion is large enough to significantly

affect the primary and produce higher levels of primary BH activity.

In Fig. 6, we show the dual-activity time above a given projected

separation, divided by the activity time above the same r, for all five

coplanar, prograde–prograde mergers with 30 per cent gas fraction

and standard BH mass and feedback efficiency, which have initial

mass ratios ranging from 1 to 0.1 (Runs 01, 02, 07, 09 and 10

in Tables 1–2). The trend with mass ratio is as expected: major

mergers are more active than minor mergers.7 We can quantify the

7 The trend is the same also in the v case (not shown in the paper). In case we

do not normalize, the longer duration of the minor mergers is not sufficient

to offset their intrinsically low levels of activity, except at low thresholds

(see Fig. B4).
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Figure 6. Dual-activity time above a given projected separation between

the two BHs, divided by the activity time above the same r, using three

bolometric thresholds [1042 (dash-triple-dot), 1043 (solid) and 1044 (dot)

erg s−1], for the coplanar, prograde–prograde mergers with 30 per cent

gas fraction, standard BH mass and feedback efficiency, and different mass

ratios (1:1: black, total encounter time 0.978 Gyr; 1:2: blue, 1.158 Gyr;

1:4: cyan, 1.271 Gyr; 1:6: green, 1.682 Gyr; and 1:10: red, 3.305 Gyr). The

squares and circles refer to the following projected separations: 0, 1 and

10 kpc. The seemingly random behaviour of the curves at high r is due to

statistical fluctuations, as the time spent at those high projected separations

is relatively low (see Fig. 2). At r = 1 kpc, the normalized dual-activity time

is highest for the 1:1 merger, followed by the 1:2, 1:4, 1:6 and 1:10 mergers,

regardless of the luminosity threshold shown (except for Lthr = 1044 erg s−1,

when the 1:6 merger is not visible).

ratio of normalized dual-activity time between major and minor

mergers, which ranges from factors of a few at 1042 erg s−1 to ∼10

at 1043 erg s−1, to ≫10 at 1044 erg s−1.

Fig. 6 highlights an important result. At low luminosity thresholds

(<1043 erg s−1) the curves are mostly flat, i.e. independent of r.

Conversely, at high luminosity thresholds (1044 erg s−1) dual activity

is captured only at small r, when BHs are most active, albeit for

short times. The prediction is that, in order to identify dual AGN,

shallow surveys will be more affected by an increase of angular

resolution, with respect to deeper surveys.

In Fig. 7, we show again the normalized time (for r = 1 and

10 kpc and for v = 150 km s−1) for the five mergers of this section,

together with all the other simulated encounters. The same numbers,

together with other normalizations, are summarized in Table 2.

4.3.2 Initial geometry, gas fraction and black holes

The initial geometry, i.e. the angle between the galactic and

global angular momentum vectors, is potentially important, be-

cause merger-induced tidal torques and ram-pressure shocks are

most effective in coplanar encounters. To quantify these effects, we

compare four 1:2 mergers: coplanar, prograde–prograde;

retrograde–prograde; prograde–retrograde; and inclined-primary

(Runs 02, 03, 04 and 05). We also separately compare two 1:4

mergers: coplanar, prograde–prograde and inclined-primary (Runs

07 and 08). Overall, the effect of geometry, once all other parame-

ters are fixed, is not very significant, as the normalized dual-activity

time-scales vary only by a factor of ∼2–2.5, with no clear trend:

amongst the 1:2 mergers, the coplanar, prograde–prograde merger

is the least active above 1 kpc and the most active above 10 kpc (see

Fig. B5 for more details); the opposite happens for the 1:4 mergers

(see Fig. B6).

The initial amount of gas is obviously very important, especially

in isolated simulation like ours, where there is no replenishment

from the cosmic web. The more gas is available, the more can

potentially be funnelled towards the central BHs. In Runs 02 and

06, which differ only by the initial gas fraction in the disc (30 versus

60 per cent), overall, activity increases with gas availability, but not

significantly: by a factor of ∼1.2–1.9, depending on the filter used

(see Fig. B7 for more details).

BH parameters have obviously a direct effect on the dual-activity

observability time-scales. Increasing the initial BH mass potentially

increases luminosities, as BH accretion in our simulations scales

as M2
BH [see equation (1)], but at the same time the additional

power would increase AGN feedback, which is proportional to the

luminosity. If we instead increase the BH feedback efficiency, i.e.

the constant of proportionality with luminosity, the gas surrounding

the BH is less cold and dense, causing BH accretion to decrease.

To quantify these effects on the dual-activity observability time-

scales, we compare Runs 02, C3 and C4, which differ only by the

initial BH mass or feedback efficiency. Increasing the BH mass (by

a factor of 2.5) increases the dual-activity time, but only by a factor

�2. Increasing the BH feedback efficiency (by a factor of 5) tends

to decrease the normalized dual-activity time, although the factor

widely depends on the filter one chooses (see Fig. B8 for more

Table 2. Dual-activity observability time-scales for all mergers (numbered as in Table 1), assuming a threshold Lbol = 1043 erg s−1 and using different imaging

(1 and 10 kpc) and spectroscopy (150 km s−1) filters, normalized in three different ways: (1) to the total encounter time (see also Fig. B1); (2) to the time spent

above the same filter (see also Figs B2 and B3); and (3) to the activity time spent above the same filter (see also Fig. 7). All numbers are fractions.

Run 1 kpc 10 kpc 150 km s−1

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

01 0.126 0.137 0.262 0.062 0.086 0.192 0.024 0.083 0.187

02 0.037 0.044 0.125 0.023 0.037 0.127 0.010 0.045 0.141

03 0.089 0.097 0.265 0.017 0.024 0.091 0.009 0.038 0.116

04 0.051 0.080 0.269 0.005 0.011 0.050 0.007 0.032 0.105

05 0.072 0.096 0.313 0.006 0.010 0.050 0.017 0.077 0.227

06 0.080 0.087 0.184 0.052 0.071 0.155 0.040 0.152 0.268

07 0.027 0.029 0.110 0.003 0.004 0.022 0.010 0.051 0.169

08 0.012 0.023 0.087 0.006 0.014 0.081 0.003 0.020 0.074

09 0.007 0.008 0.052 0.001 0.001 0.018 0.002 0.015 0.068

10 0.004 0.005 0.019 0.002 0.003 0.017 0.001 0.007 0.024

C3 0.004 0.006 0.060 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.005 0.020 0.140

C4 0.085 0.097 0.201 0.042 0.062 0.156 0.032 0.134 0.275
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Figure 7. Dual-activity time above a given r (top panel: 1 kpc – squares

– and 10 kpc – diamonds) and v (bottom panel: 150 km s−1 – circles), di-

vided by the activity time above the same threshold, assuming a bolometric-

luminosity threshold of 1043 erg s−1, for all the mergers in our suite. The

merger number in the x-axis is the same as in Tables 1–2. The colours refer

to the initial mass ratio: 1:1 – black, 1:2 – blue, 1:4 – cyan, 1:6 – green

and 1:10 – red. The horizontal lines in the top panel show the observed

fraction of dual AGN systems out of interacting systems (in which at least

one system has an AGN) by Koss et al. (2012), for their full sample of

BAT AGN (black, dot), their major pairs (blue, dash) and their minor pairs

(red, dash-dot). Our major mergers with standard BH efficiency (squares of

Runs 01–06 and C4) should be compared to the blue, dashed line, whereas

our minor mergers (squares of Runs 07–10) should be compared to the red,

dash-dotted line.

details). We note that different prescriptions for BH accretion (e.g.

taking into account the angular momentum of the accreting gas;

Debuhr et al. 2010; Hopkins & Quataert 2011; Anglés-Alcázar,

Özel & Davé 2013; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2015, 2017) or AGN

feedback (e.g. Newton & Kay 2013; Wurster & Thacker 2013) may

also affect the results.

4.4 Comparison with other work

In this section, we compare our dual-activity time-scales to a few

select studies, both observational and theoretical, to validate our

results.

4.4.1 Comparison with observations

Most surveys provide the total number of AGN pairs out of the total

number of AGN (e.g. Shen et al. 2011). These results are difficult to

compare to ours since, by construction, we do not simulate isolated

galaxies that could be harbouring a single AGN.

Koss et al. (2012) study the fraction of dual AGN in the all-sky

Swift Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) survey. For each of the 167 BAT

AGN from the survey, they search for apparent companions, finding

that 77 of them have at least a companion8 within 1–100 kpc. Of

these 77 companions, 15 have an AGN, making the fraction of

dual AGN systems out of interacting systems (in which at least

one system has an AGN) equal to 19.5 per cent (15/77). If we

divide their sample in major and minor pairs (defined as pairs with

mass ratios > and ≤0.25, respectively), the fraction changes to

37.1 per cent (13/35) for the major pairs and to 4.8 per cent (2/42)

for the minor pairs. Since in this case only interacting systems are

considered, we can compare the numbers from Koss et al. (2012) to

our results. To do that, we simply consider, for each of our mergers,

the dual-activity time when the BHs are at r > 1 kpc (our galaxies,

by construction, are never above r ∼ 90 kpc) and divide it by the

activity time at the same projected separations.9

In Fig. 7, we show the normalized dual-activity time above 1 kpc,

10 kpc and 150 km s−1, for all our simulated mergers. We also show

the results of Koss et al. (2012) for their full sample of BAT AGN

and their subsamples of major and minor pairs. If we neglect the 1:2

merger with high BH feedback efficiency (Run C3), which obvi-

ously has a much lower accretion rate (see Section 4.3.2 and Capelo

et al. 2015), our results are within a factor of ∼2 from the result of

Koss et al. (2012), for both major and minor mergers. We caution

the reader that our definitions of activity are very different (we im-

pose a simple luminosity threshold, whereas they use a variety of

diagnostics). We also recover the trends found in Koss et al. (2012;

see their fig. 2), when we split our results by distance or by mass

ratio: the fraction of dual AGN increases with decreasing separation

and increasing mass ratio (if we assume that galaxy and BH mass

ratio are correlated also in observational samples).

Comerford et al. (2015), in their study of optically selected dual-

AGN candidates, find that all their dual (and dual/offset) AGN

systems have fEdd,1/fEdd,2 < 1, that is the AGN in the less luminous

stellar bulge (assuming that BH masses trace their host’s stellar

bulge luminosity) has the higher specific accretion rate. This is

equivalent to stating dq/dt > 0, where q ≡ MBH,2/MBH,1. We have

already studied the dependence of q with time (Capelo et al. 2015)

and found that, during the merger stage, which is when dual activ-

ity is more frequent, (typically) dq/dt < 0 for major mergers and

>0 for minor mergers, indicating that not all our dual AGN have

fEdd,1/fEdd,2 < 1. We note, however, that the only clear dual AGN in

Comerford et al. (2015) is a minor merger.

8 For this and the following numbers, we refer to the online-only version

of table 1 of Koss et al. (2012). When a BAT AGN has more than one

companion, we consider only the pair with the largest M/r2, where M is the

mass of the BAT AGN’s companion and r is the projected separation.
9 We do not consider the additional velocity-difference filter v < 300 km s−1

performed by Koss et al. (2012) – done to avoid contamination from the

Hubble flow – because the time spent above 300 km s−1 is negligible (see

Figs 3 and 4).
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Figure 8. Same as the top panel of Fig. 7, but for the ratio of dual-activity

time to merger time, in the projected-separation range 2–10 kpc. The hori-

zontal, dashed line shows the result of Steinborn et al. (2016), whereas the

horizontal, long-dashed and dotted lines show the results of Volonteri et al.

(2016) for galaxies with galaxy masses greater than 1010 M⊙ at redshifts 0

and 2, respectively.

4.4.2 Comparison with simulations

We begin comparing our results to those of Van Wassenhove et al.

(2012), since our setup is very similar to theirs. Taking the typi-

cal bolometric-luminosity threshold of 1043 erg s−1, we obtain a

dual-activity time equal to 16.8 per cent of the activity time, com-

pared with their 16.3 per cent (we only compare the total numbers,

i.e. when r = v = 0, since we use projected quantities and Van

Wassenhove et al. 2012 use 3D quantities).

We then compare our results to recent cosmological studies that,

although lacking in resolution and the ability to control parame-

ters, have the advantage of modelling relatively large volumes and

therefore increasing the number of galaxies one can study.

Steinborn et al. (2016) employ a cosmological simulation with

a large volume of (182 Mpc)3 from the set of the Magneticum

Pathfinder Simulations, using the TreePM-SPH code GADGET3

(Springel 2005) and running it up to z = 2. If we assume that

our encounters start at z = 3, then our major mergers (which last

∼1 Gyr) are thought to be at the same final redshift considered in

Steinborn et al. (2016). From the simulation data, they count 34

BH pairs (defined as two BHs with a 3D separation in the range

2–10 kpc), of which 9 are dual AGN (with an AGN defined as a BH

with bolometric luminosity higher than 1043 erg s−1). Since the pairs

are not chosen, as it was in the case of Koss et al. (2012), starting

from one AGN and then looking for a companion, we need to com-

pare their results to a different normalization: the dual-activity time

divided by the merger time, for projected separations of 2–10 kpc.

The results are shown in Fig. 8. Each symbol represents one of the

simulated encounters, whereas the horizontal, dashed line shows the

result by Steinborn et al. (2016): 26.5 per cent dual-AGN fraction.

The dual AGN in Steinborn et al. (2016) are mostly major (seven

out of nine have a mass ratio greater than 0.25) and all our major

mergers with standard BH feedback efficiency (except for one) are

within a factor of ∼2 from their result. We caution that the galaxy

and BH masses considered in Steinborn et al. (2016) are higher than

ours. Nevertheless, we are consistent with their result. For further

comparison, we also show the results for galaxies with galaxy mass

>1010 M⊙ at redshifts 0 and 2 from the Horizon-AGN simulation

(Volonteri et al. 2016). We caution the reader that, even though

they use the same bolometric-luminosity threshold (1043 erg s−1)

as in Steinborn et al. (2016), they do not use a fixed separation

threshold.

We also checked the trends found in Steinborn et al. (2016; see

their fig. 3), when we split our results by (cumulative) distance: they

find a flat distribution of dual-AGN fraction for separations between

5 and 10 kpc and an increase for lower separations. Overall, we also

not only find an increase with decreasing separation but also see a

somewhat flatter distribution.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

We performed a large suite of high-resolution hydrodynamical sim-

ulations of galaxy mergers, where we vary the initial mass ratio,

geometry, gas fraction and BH parameters, to investigate the trig-

gering of dual AGN. Using different thresholds (bolometric and

hard-X-ray luminosity and Eddington ratio) and, in the case of

X-rays, accounting for obscuration from gas and contamination

from star formation, we computed the dual-activity observabil-

ity time-scales for each of our 12 mergers, as a function of pro-

jected BH separation and velocity difference. We also assessed

the importance of each phase in the history of the mergers and

applied thresholds (to both projected separations and velocity dif-

ferences) to mimic observational-resolution limitations. Finally, we

studied the effects of changing merger, galactic and BH parame-

ters and compared our results to both observational and theoretical

works.

We itemize our findings below.

(i) Dual BH activity is generally low during the stochastic and

remnant stages and increases during the merger stage, especially

at or right after late pericentric passages (Fig. 1 and Table B1). At

low luminosity thresholds, dual activity follows the history of the

entire encounter. At high thresholds, it roughly follows the history

of the merger phase. During the remnant stage, the separations and

velocity differences between the two BHs are too small for detection

(Figs 2–4).

(ii) When accounting for gas obscuration in the case of hard-

X-ray (2–10 keV) observations, we find that the decrease in dual-

activity time is negligible when we assume the galaxies to be at

high redshift (z ∼ 3) and moderate (a factor of ∼2) if our simulated

galaxies are representative of relatively small, gas-rich local galax-

ies (Fig. 5). Contamination from star formation is always irrelevant.

(iii) Using projected BH separations (r) and velocity differences

(v) rather than 3D quantities produces very different results, espe-

cially when one filters by velocity difference (mimicking spectro-

scopic observations): the decrease in dual-activity time can be as

high as a factor of ∼4 (Figs A2–A3).

(iv) The normalized dual-activity time – defined as the dual-

activity time divided by the activity time spent above the same r

or v filter – for the default merger (of a mass ratio 1:2) is 12.5–

14.1 per cent, depending on the filter.

(v) The normalized dual-activity time increases with increasing

mass ratio (with the factor increasing with the threshold, ranging

from factors of a few to orders of magnitude), is independent of

r at low luminosities and is non-negligible only at small r at high

luminosities: in order to identify dual AGN, shallow surveys will

be more affected by an increase of angular resolution, with respect

to deeper surveys (Fig. 6 and Table 2).
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(vi) The normalized dual-activity time does not heavily depend

on the geometry of the encounters, with the difference between

mergers being only a factor of ∼2–2.5 and with no clear trend.

Doubling the initial amount of gas increases the time, but only

by a factor of ∼1.2–1.9, depending on the filter used. Roughly

doubling the initial BH mass increases the time by a factor of

�2, whereas quintupling the BH feedback efficiency parameter

decreases it, although the factor depends widely on the filter used

(Figs 7 and B5–B8, and Table 2).

(vii) The results from our idealized merger simulations are con-

sistent with observations, with the normalized dual-activity time of

our mergers with standard BH feedback efficiency being within a

factor of ∼2 from that of comparable systems observed in Koss et al.

(2012; Fig. 7), for both major and minor encounters. They are also

consistent with cosmological simulations, with all our major merg-

ers with standard BH feedback efficiency (except for one) within a

factor of ∼2 from those simulated in Steinborn et al. (2016; Fig. 8).

We caution that all our estimates are upper limits, as we have

not included the effects of dust obscuration from the torus/broad

line region in the vicinity of the BH, which cannot be resolved in

our suite of simulations. Moreover, given our temporal (0.1 Myr)

and spatial (∼10 pc) resolution, we cannot account for variabil-

ity on smaller time-scales and spatial scales than those, possibly

overestimating the dual-AGN time, as more accretion becomes

non-simultaneous (Hopkins & Quataert 2010; Levine, Gnedin &

Hamilton 2010). Future numerical studies with improved resolu-

tion should partially alleviate these issues. We also note that our

results may be sensitive to different treatments of BH accretion

(e.g. Debuhr et al. 2010; Hopkins & Quataert 2011; Anglés-Alcázar

et al. 2013, 2015, 2017), AGN feedback (e.g. Newton & Kay 2013;

Wurster & Thacker 2013), or the numerical method employed (e.g.

Hayward et al. 2014). A thorough analysis of the dependence of

the results on all these aspects is not within the scope of the current

work and will be addressed in a future work.

Another aspect that warrants future investigation is the depen-

dence of our results on galaxy mass. More massive merging galax-

ies may be able to form circumnuclear discs (CNDs), as suggested

by both observations (Downes & Solomon 1998; Medling et al.

2014) and simulations (Mayer, Kazantzidis & Escala 2008; Roškar

et al. 2015). The presence of the CND would affect the gas flow

around the BHs, hence their accretion history, and could also play

a role in obscuration originating at scales larger than the scale of

the tori (Hopkins et al. 2012). These effects would have an impact

on the dual-AGN time-scales. Yet, based on the results of pc-scale

merger simulations (Roškar et al. 2015), we argue that CNDs would

probably form at the end of the remnant phase studied in this work.

Therefore, our results, which concern the previous evolutionary

phase of the massive BH pair, should not be affected.

Another avenue of research is to study the activity of BH pairs

in massive (stellar mass greater than 1010 M⊙) galaxies at z > 1,

which, being more dense and clumpy, might be a favourable envi-

ronment for dual-AGN activity. In such galaxies, the orbital decay

of massive BH pairs has been shown to be inefficient at separations

of a few hundred pc to a kpc, due to the perturbations of the clumpy

interstellar medium on to the BH pair (Tamburello et al. 2017). The

latter effect could lengthen the duration of the dual-activity phase

after the galaxy merger has been completed. We note, however, that

the galaxy mass range we investigate here is statistically more rel-

evant across cosmic epochs, since more massive galaxies are rare

at z > 1. Moreover, at low redshift, disc galaxies exhibit relatively

smooth discs even at the largest mass scales.
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A P P E N D I X A : E F F E C T S O F PRO J E C T I O N

A N D R E S O L U T I O N

In this section, we show the effects of using projected lines of sight

as opposed to 3D quantities.

In Fig. A1, we show the normalized distributions of the magnitude

of projected vectors, for the two cases when we project a vector on

to a random line of sight (in this work: velocity difference) and when

we project a vector on to the plane perpendicular to a random line of

sight (in this work: separation). In the former case, the probability

distribution is flat. In the latter, the probability distribution is skewed

towards large values, i.e. the magnitude of the 3D vector. As an

example, the probability that the magnitude of the projected vector

is less than 80 per cent of that of the 3D vector is 80 per cent in the

v case and 40 per cent in the r case.

In Fig. A2, we quantify the effects of projection, by showing the

dual-activity observability time-scales in the default merger using

3D quantities and projected quantities, based on 10, 100 and 1000

random lines of sight. The results with 100 and 1000 lines of sight

are indistinguishable, which justifies our use of 100 lines of sight

throughout the analysis. On the other hand, using a lower number

of random lines of sight (e.g. 10) or even 3D quantities can give

results that are different by up to a factor of 3–4 in the v-plots and are

similar in the r-plots (except for very high luminosity thresholds).

In Fig. A3, we show the dual-activity observability time-scales

as a function of r and v, and of r and Lbol,1/Lbol,2, in the same way

as shown in Fig. 4, this time using 3D quantities (as used in Van

Wassenhove et al. 2012). The difference in the ‘v versus r’ plots is

striking. For example, from looking at the Lbol = 1042.5 results of

Fig. A3, one would expect to find a relatively large popula-

tion of systems at large separations (�40 kpc; before the first

pericentric passage) with high-velocity differences (around 180–

300 km s−1), an ideal case for current spectroscopic surveys.

Figure A1. Normalized probability distributions of the magnitude

x∗ ≡ x/x3D of projected vectors, for two different projections of a given

3D vector of magnitude x3D. (a) Projection on to the line of sight (in this

work: velocity difference; dashed line): dN/dx = 1/x3D; (b) Projection on

to the plane perpendicular to the line of sight (in this work: separation; solid

line): dN/dx = (x/x2
3D)/

√

1 − (x/x3D)2.

Figure A2. Same as the left panels of Fig. 3, but using 3D quantities

and different numbers of lines of sight. The symbols refer to the following

projected separations and velocity differences: 1 and 10 kpc and 150 km s−1.

For each luminosity threshold, we show four lines: 1000 (thin lines and

squares), 100 (thick lines and circles), and 10 lines of sight (thin lines and

triangles), and 3D quantities (thin lines and diamonds). As expected, the 3D

time is always higher than the projected times, although the projection does

not change significantly the r-plots. On the other hand, the time-decrease

factor in the v-plots can be as much as 3–4. The difference between using

100 and 1000 lines of sight is negligible.

However, if we consider the effects of projection (see Fig. 4),

the result changes dramatically, with the dual-activity time in the

same region of velocity–separation phase-space basically going to

zero.

We note that our results change when we degrade the resolution,

as already shown in Volonteri et al. (2015a). At low resolution, we

cannot resolve small-scale gravitational torques and overdensities.

This leads, in the case of the default merger, to a BH accretion

rate generally higher than that of the high-resolution run, where

the region near the BHs is better resolved, causing an increase

in the dual-activity time-scales. For more details on the effects of

resolution, we refer the reader to the appendix of Volonteri et al.

(2015a).
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Figure A3. Same as Fig. 4, using 3D quantities.
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A P P E N D I X B : A D D I T I O NA L F I G U R E S

A N D TA B L E

Figure B1. Same as Fig. 6, except that we divide the dual-activity time

above a given BH projected separation by the total merger time. At r = 1 kpc,

the normalized dual-activity time is highest for the 1:1 merger, followed by

the 1:2, 1:4, 1:6 and 1:10 mergers, regardless of the luminosity threshold

shown.

Figure B2. Same as Fig. 6, except that we divide the dual-activity time

above a given BH projected separation by the time spent above the same r.

At r = 1 kpc, the normalized dual-activity time is highest for the 1:1 merger,

followed by the 1:2, 1:4, 1:6 and 1:10 mergers, regardless of the luminosity

threshold shown.

Figure B3. Same as Fig. 7, except that we divide the dual-activity time

above a given r and v by the time above the same threshold (and use one

panel).

Figure B4. Same as Fig. 6, except that we do not normalize the time. At

r = 1 kpc, the dual-activity time is highest for the 1:1 merger, followed by

the 1:2, 1:4, 1:10 and 1:6 mergers, regardless of the luminosity threshold

shown.
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Figure B5. Same as Fig. 6, but for the 1:2 coplanar, prograde–prograde

mergers with 30 per cent gas fraction, standard BH mass and feed-

back efficiency, and different geometries (coplanar, prograde–prograde:

blue, total encounter time 1.158 Gyr; inclined-primary: black, 1.085 Gyr;

coplanar, retrograde–prograde: cyan, 1.579 Gyr; and coplanar, prograde–

retrograde: red, 1.266 Gyr). At r = 1 kpc, the normalized dual-activity

time for Lthr = 1042 erg s−1 is highest for the inclined-primary merger,

followed by the prograde–retrograde, prograde–prograde, and retrograde–

prograde mergers. For Lthr = 1043 erg s−1, it is highest for the prograde–

retrograde merger, followed by the retrograde–prograde, inclined-primary

and prograde–prograde mergers. For Lthr = 1044 erg s−1, it is highest for the

prograde–retrograde merger, followed by the inclined-primary, retrograde–

prograde and prograde–prograde mergers.

Figure B6. Same as Fig. 6, but for the 1:4 coplanar, prograde–prograde

mergers with 30 per cent gas fraction, standard BH mass and feedback

efficiency, and different geometries (coplanar, prograde–prograde: cyan,

total encounter time 1.271 Gyr; and inclined-primary: red, 2.357 Gyr). At

r = 0.1 kpc, the normalized dual-activity time is highest for the coplanar

merger, regardless of the luminosity threshold shown.

Figure B7. Same as Fig. 6, but for the 1:2 coplanar, prograde–prograde

merger with 30 (blue; total encounter time 1.158 Gyr) and 60 (red; 1.022 Gyr)

per cent gas fraction, and standard BH mass and feedback efficiency. At

r = 10 kpc, the normalized dual-activity time is highest for the 60-per-cent

gas-fraction merger, regardless of the luminosity threshold shown.

Figure B8. Same as Fig. 6, but for the 1:2 coplanar, prograde–prograde

mergers with 30 per cent gas fraction and different BH parameters (standard

BH mass and feedback efficiency: blue, total encounter time 1.158 Gyr;

standard BH mass and high BH feedback efficiency: black, 1.281 Gyr; and

large BH mass and standard BH feedback efficiency: red, 1.090 Gyr). At

r = 0.1 kpc, the normalized dual-activity time is highest for the merger with

large BH mass and standard BH feedback efficiency, followed by the merger

with standard BH mass and feedback efficiency and by that with standard

BH mass and high BH feedback efficiency, regardless of the luminosity

threshold shown.
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Table B1. Results for the 1:2 coplanar, prograde–prograde merger with 30 per cent gas fraction and standard BH mass and feedback efficiency (the default

merger). The thresholds 41.3, 41.8, 42.3, 42.8 and 43.3 refer to log10(L2–10 keV [erg s−1]); 0.005, 0.05 and 0.5 refer to fEdd; and 42.0, 42.5, 43.0, 43.5 and

44.0 refer to log10(Lbol [erg s−1]). All times are given in Gyr and are either total (bottom section) or on a per-stage basis (top three sections). The number in

parenthesis in the first column of each section is the duration of the stage (or of the total merger). Similar tables, for all other mergers, can be found in the

online-only material.

Run 02 Threshold BH1 BH2 Either BH Both BHs above the threshold

Lthr/fEdd above thr. above thr. above thr. any d or v d > 1 kpc d > 10 kpc v > 150 km s−1

Stochastic 41.30 0.591 0.442 0.719 0.315 0.312 0.278 0.060

(0.849) 41.80 0.216 0.128 0.300 0.043 0.043 0.038 0.006

42.30 0.039 0.021 0.058 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000

42.80 0.003 0.002 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

43.30 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.005 0.564 0.598 0.761 0.401 0.399 0.357 0.084

0.050 0.055 0.070 0.118 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.001

0.500 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

42.00 0.763 0.651 0.827 0.587 0.584 0.518 0.129

42.50 0.490 0.343 0.625 0.209 0.206 0.184 0.038

43.00 0.177 0.101 0.248 0.031 0.031 0.027 0.004

43.50 0.042 0.021 0.061 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000

44.00 0.006 0.003 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Merger 41.30 0.199 0.103 0.200 0.102 0.033 0.000 0.014

(0.206) 41.80 0.182 0.063 0.184 0.061 0.014 0.000 0.008

42.30 0.145 0.032 0.147 0.030 0.005 0.000 0.004

42.80 0.092 0.010 0.094 0.008 0.001 0.000 0.002

43.30 0.048 0.001 0.049 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.005 0.189 0.113 0.196 0.106 0.038 0.000 0.015

0.050 0.131 0.044 0.138 0.038 0.008 0.000 0.005

0.500 0.038 0.007 0.042 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.001

42.00 0.204 0.129 0.204 0.129 0.050 0.000 0.017

42.50 0.196 0.093 0.197 0.092 0.027 0.000 0.012

43.00 0.178 0.059 0.180 0.056 0.012 0.000 0.007

43.50 0.146 0.033 0.148 0.031 0.005 0.000 0.004

44.00 0.104 0.014 0.106 0.012 0.002 0.000 0.002

Remnant 41.30 0.097 0.062 0.101 0.057 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.103) 41.80 0.062 0.028 0.079 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.000

42.30 0.013 0.007 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

42.80 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

43.30 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.005 0.045 0.062 0.086 0.021 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.050 0.001 0.011 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

42.00 0.101 0.077 0.102 0.076 0.000 0.000 0.000

42.50 0.090 0.053 0.099 0.045 0.000 0.000 0.000

43.00 0.057 0.025 0.073 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000

43.50 0.014 0.007 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

44.00 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Total 41.30 0.887 0.607 1.020 0.474 0.345 0.278 0.074

(1.158) 41.80 0.460 0.219 0.563 0.116 0.056 0.038 0.014

42.30 0.197 0.059 0.224 0.033 0.007 0.002 0.005

42.80 0.096 0.013 0.100 0.008 0.001 0.000 0.002

43.30 0.048 0.001 0.049 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.005 0.798 0.773 1.043 0.529 0.437 0.357 0.099

0.050 0.187 0.125 0.267 0.045 0.015 0.006 0.006

0.500 0.039 0.008 0.045 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.001

42.00 1.068 0.857 1.134 0.792 0.634 0.518 0.147

42.50 0.777 0.490 0.921 0.345 0.234 0.184 0.050

43.00 0.412 0.185 0.501 0.096 0.042 0.027 0.012

43.50 0.201 0.061 0.229 0.034 0.007 0.002 0.005

44.00 0.111 0.018 0.117 0.012 0.002 0.000 0.002
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